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Abstract

Methods that exist now and that might be

developed are suggested to replace retinal

ganglion cells and their axons in the optic

nerve, ultimately to re-establish functional

vision in eyes blind from glaucoma.
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Introduction

Clearly, the best way to improve the quality of

life of those at risk for glaucoma is to prevent

the onset of their disease. This could be achieved

by identification of the population at risk,

surveillance of their initial damage, and

preventive treatment before vision is lost.

However, in the real world, these methods either

do not yet exist, or those that could be applied

are imperfectly used. As a result, we will be faced

for the foreseeable future with persons whose

vision is now irretrievably lost due to death of

retinal ganglion cells (RGC). I am personally

grieved each time that I must tell another

person: ‘Once damage has occurred from

glaucoma, there is nothing we can do to

replace it’.

Nearly 10 years ago, I convened a small group

of interested researchers with the aim to discuss

a futuristic goalFthe regeneration of the human

optic nerve in an eye blind from glaucoma. At

that time, embryonic stem cells from human

fetuses were being generated in the laboratory

of John Gearhart at Johns Hopkins and there

was considerable ferment both scientifically

and ethically about the potential of these

newly derived cell lines. We discussed the

barriers that prevent the restoration of vision

in an eye blind from loss of RGC. We evaluated

the available tools to surmount those barriers.

We made a list of several dozen steps that

would need solution.

Today, we have already achieved solutions for

some of these problems in animal model

systems, and the overall goal appears

increasingly feasible. This brief summary will

enumerate one possible set of directions for

the recipe to make a new optic nerve.

Steps towards restoring the optic nerve

Sources of new tissue

Initially, the source of cells for a new optic nerve

was thought to be embryonic or fetal tissue.

Embryonic stem cells and germline cells1 had

just been described and there was a possibility

that these could be directed towards neural

lineage and multiplied to provide the numbers

needed. There were many difficulties, not least

the ethical issue and the US government ban on

stem cell work under NIH funding.

A second source would be embryonic retinal

ganglion cells,2 dissociated from the developing

retina. These have been used in a variety of

experiments in vitro and have the advantage

that they are already committed to becoming

RGC. The number that could be expected from

one fetal eye would be up to 3 million in a

human. It would be critical to determine the

appropriate timing, since, ideally, it would be

best to obtain the RGC prior to their sending an

axon from the eye.

Lund and Hankin3 have studied transplants

of whole fetal retina. This has the advantage

that the entire retinal architecture including all

its layers would be transplanted intact.

However, the small size of such transplants

would limit the ultimate field of view.

All three of these first choices, though

intriguing, seemed problematic due to the

ethical issues of removing cells or ocular tissue

from human fetuses. In addition, it would have

to be presumed that immune rejection would be

an issue (unless the fetus were a clone of the

recipient). It has been suggested that the eye has

certain immune privileges, especially that in the

anterior chamber.4 The subretinal space also has

been considered somewhat privileged.

Nonetheless, an eye diseased from glaucoma

that undergoes injections into its posterior
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compartments would probably have a breakdown in the

normal blood–ocular barriers, diminishing any partial

privilege.

In the last decade, it has become increasingly clear that

the adult mammal retains cells with the ability to divide

and to become more than one final cell type. This defines

them as ‘stem’ cells, and the first location in which they

were studied in depth was the ependymal zone of the

hippocampus.5 Recently, the ciliary body area of the

rodent was found to contain cells that, on dissociation

from the tissue and appropriate stimulation with growth

factors, could divide extensively and could develop into

cells with morphology and patterns of molecular

expression characteristic of several retinal neuronal and

glial species.6 We have now determined that such cells

are present in the adult human ciliary body.

The importance of this finding is several fold. First, it

becomes clear that the recipient can be the donor,

through cyclectomy. This not only removes the ethical

issues for the source, but simultaneously minimizes the

likelihood of rejection. While one cannot be certain that

donor cells that arise from the host ciliary body will

retain their original HLA type, it is logical to assume that

they are more likely to be viewed as self than any other

tissue.

There is much work to be done in producing the

needed RGC from ciliary body stem cells. The literature

on development of RGC does provide clues on the

molecular and genetic influences that would drive the

relatively undifferentiated stem cell in the direction of

RGC.7 The gene products of the MATH locus appear to

be central to the development of RGC, and exposure to

insulin is another stimulus to RGC production.

Considerable work will be needed to optimize this

procedure and to prepare cells for placement into the eye.

Our present work takes advantage of rodent models,

particularly the transgenic mouse expressing Green

Fluorescent Protein in all its cells. When stem cells are

produced from the ciliary body of these animals, they

continue to fluoresce, allowing easy distinction from host

cells when they are injected into recipient eyes. With

rodent models of glaucoma, we can inject stem cells into

eyes with RGC removed by disease in a very similar

fashion to that in ultimate human patients.

Are RGC all that is needed?

The studies of human, monkey, and rat eyes with

glaucoma or an experimental glaucoma model have

suggested that it is loss of RGC only that occurs in this

disease.8–10 This would be fortunate for our restoration

effort, as it would mean that only one cell type needs

replacement. However, we have recently begun a major

effort to assure that the glaucoma-damaged retina has

indeed retained its other cell types. There is abundant

evidence that the death of some neurons leads to the

death of their partner cells by trans-synaptic

degeneration and to the death of neighbouring cells of

the same type by secondary degeneration.11 In retinitis

pigmentosa, a gene defect in rhodopsin causes not only

loss of rods, but death of cones (that express little or no

rhodopsin), and alterations in other retinal neurons, as

well as loss of some RGC.12

Even if the intraretinal partners of RGC are physically

resident, it is not immediately obvious that they will be

capable of re-establishing synapses with newly arrived

neuronal precursors. We will need to re-establish

synaptic connections between RGC and both amacrine

and bipolar cells in appropriate patterns to generate the

various signal pathways for colour, motion, and other

retinal functions.

Where should the new cells be placed ?

It seems most probable that injection of new stem cells

into the vitreous cavity would provide them access to

their future, inner retinal location. Indeed, this route has

already been utilized in some published reports, and we

have used it in our work in rodents. To date, there is

some evidence that intravitreally injected cells only enter

the retina when a lesion has been made into the retinal

surface. It is unclear whether the stem cells are unable to

pass through the vitreoretinal interface, or whether the

release of growth factors by retinal injury is facilitative to

graft entry.

On the other hand, placement of hippocampal

progenitor cells in the subretinal space leads to very

impressive ingraftment of these cells into the retina and

growth of axonal fibres towards and into the host optic

nerve. It could be that the subretinal space is both

partially privileged immunologically and serves more

effectively to deliver the cells to the retina by confining

them in a closed space immediately adjacent to the

retina.

How to guide growing axons to the lateral geniculate

There is an increasing literature on the mechanisms by

which growing RGC axons are directed to their targets in

the brain. There are known chemoattractants and

repellants that are present in the developing ocular

tissues.13 It may be that the presence of ‘fellow traveler’

RGC axons is also an important stimulus for axon

direction.

In this regard, the work of Aguayo and colleagues14

with transected optic nerve regeneration is highly

relevant. For many years, it was believed that

mammalian optic nerves responded to severe injury only
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with RGC degeneration and never with a successful

regeneration. Yet, fish and amphibian eyes were shown

to be able to respond to transection by growing a new

and highly functional optic nerve. The hypothesis was

proposed that the adult mammalian optic nerve could

not regenerate through its degenerated distal portion due

to inhibitory influences present there. Aguayo’s group

cut the rat optic nerve and sewed the stump that was

connected to the eye to a segment of peripheral nerve.

As many as 10% of the RGC grew an axon into the

peripheral nerve graft. When the distal end of the graft

was placed in the brain target zone (superior colliculus in

the rat), anatomic synapses were demonstrated.

If we assume that it will be possible to obtain and to

implant new RGC into the retina, we will need to provide

a means for their growing axons to exit the eye and to

arrive at the lateral geniculate body.15 It seems logical to

use an approach based on the peripheral nerve graft. In

the human, the sensory sural nerve has been routinely

used in neurosurgical procedures for this purpose and

lengths easily able to reach from eye to thalamus could

be obtained. The morbidity would be limited to modest

sensory loss on the leg surface that would be restored by

regeneration.

The sural graft would not be placed at the original

optic nerve head, as this would almost surely

compromise the retinal and ciliary blood vessels. Rather,

an opening in the sclera, choroid, and retina on the nasal

side of the optic disc would be fashioned. One end of the

sural nerve graft would be fixed through this opening. Its

end projecting slightly into the eye would be treated with

chemoattractants to draw growing axons from the stem

cells. The other end of the graft would be placed in

contact with the lateral geniculate body on the same side.

We are presently engaged in studies that will determine

if the best approach to this linkage will be deep through

the brain substance, or externally around the brain and

re-entering posterio-laterally.

Are partner geniculate neurons still present?

Studies of human brains from patients with glaucoma, as

well as experimental monkeys show that there can be

some loss of geniculate neurons in glaucoma.16,17

However, this loss appears to involve fewer than 20% of

magnocellular neurons in human tissue and fewer than

40% of magnocellular neurons in monkeys. The critical

parvocellular pathway seems to have minimal cell loss

(0–10%). As with the retinal zone, it will be important to

re-establish synaptic connections between the new RGC

and geniculate neurons. Perhaps the internal genetic

programming of RGC will provide the needed steps for

connection. It is possible, however, that the geniculate

cells will be altered in a way that makes them refractory

to reconnection.

Will new circuitry provide visual perception?

The complexity of the anterior visual pathway is such

that we must be highly optimistic to believe that RGC

growing in the adult, damaged substrate will be able to

generate useful visual experiences of some kind. There

are parallel situations that provide hope in this regard.

Cochlear implant patients who had no functional hearing

prior to their procedures do develop useful perception

over time.18 It appears that the plasticity of the nervous

system has been underestimated. However, in the

experience of Low Vision specialists, many subjects are

only happy when they are restored to visual function that

is quite close to normal. For many persons, slight

improvements, such as ‘light perception’ may be

inadequate.

Get serious

It might be considered that the discussion to this point is

merely a mind game. An after-dinner anecdote to

stimulate the brain. Research is the ultimate mind game

and brain stimulation is the endgame of this project. All

of the pieces of this puzzle are within our reach, and in

following this path, we are guaranteed to learn more

about neuronal development, axon guidance, ocular

immune responses, and visual perception. Those are

topics that are highly fundable by national research

groups. In contrast, someone who proposes to restore the

optic nerve would be accused of high-risk behaviour and

visionary dreaming.

Guilty.
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